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Causes  of  Unemployment  in   the   Arab  Countries: makes economical policies in developing countries fail to
High unemployment rates in the Arab societies can be reduce unemployment rates although growth rates were
attributed  to  economic,  social   and   political  reasons. fairly high. The economic growth is regarded as a
In addition, it can also be attributed to internal or external quantitative change occurring in two directions: one
causes [34]. The most important causes of unemployment associated with an increased labor productivity, which
in the Arab countries would be summarized in the high usually does not lead to the creation of additional jobs
population growth rate, increasing from 218.239 million and the other direction is linked to an increase of jobs,
inhabitants in 1990 to 326.112 million people in 2007 [14]. which reduce the unemployment rate according to the

In addition, the most prominent manifestation of the nature of the growth achieved. In fact, growth which is
failure in economic development plans is the reliance on associated with increased productivity cannot lower the
foreign loans (for non-oil producing countries) and the high unemployment rates.
lack of systematically economic planning in which there
is no match between the educational programs in most Standard Analysis and the Law of Okun: The standard
Arab countries and the application of policies aiming to Analysis was based on applying Okun coefficient in
open economy in addition to the shift towards equation (1), adopted in this study. The results of the
privatization programs that have led to abandon large values of this coefficient, the natural growth rate and the
numbers of employees in private and public sector necessary growth rate through applying equations (2, 3)
enterprises. Besides, the unsuitable distribution of local respectively as shown in Table (2).
resources is considered another important reason of Based on Table (2) data, Figure (1) provides us with
unemployment in Arab world. an explanation to the needed percentages to reduce

The Relativity Impact of Economic Growth on Figure (2) explains the indicators of the required
Unemployment Rates: The difference in the nature of the growth percentages to reduce unemployment rates based
growth  achieved and its impact on unemployment is what on Table 2.

unemployment rates.

Table 2: The required growth percentages to reduce unemployment rates by 1% based on both equations and my calculations

The required growth rate The required growth rate
Country Coefficient Okun (b) The natural growth rate (based on equations) (based on my calculations)

Algeria -3.8 2.788 .073 3.684
Egypt -1.75 5.391 .017 8
Jordan -2.37 5.45 .012 5.90
Kuwait -0.527 2.675 .056 -26.56
Morocco -1.99 4.67 .015 7.035
KSA -3.04 3.541 -2.009 3.953
Sudan -1.61 7.343 .018 8.695
Syria -1.52 4.573 .019 9.21
Tunis -2.78 4.085 .010 5.035

The source: on applying the equations and calculations made by the researcher based on literature

Fig. 1: The needed percentages to reduce unemployment rates
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Fig. 2: The needed growth percentages to reduce
unemployment rates

Table 3: The unemployment rate in the Arab countries due to decades

Description/ years Averages of unemployment rates

1980s 10.6
1990s 14.5
2000s 15.5

Source: United Nations Development Program, the League of Arab States
[15]

This shows the need to achieve the growth of
approximately 3% for some countries in order to reduce
the unemployment rate by 1% for these countries.
Although there are problems in the labor markets in
general and unemployment in particular, these indicators
since 1980s show clear evidence that unemployment rate
increase over time as shown in Table (3).

Analysis of Unemployment in the Arab Countries: What
distinguish the economics of Arab countries are
unusually high rates of unemployment against the
international standards. Arab Labor Organization states
that current situation of unemployment in Arabic
countries is the most dangerous in the world. It indicates
also that the Arab economies must invest about $ 70
billion to raise their economic growth rate from 3% to 7%
and create five million jobs, to reduce unemployment rates
and to make them within the acceptable rates (Figure 1).

Astonishingly, the countries with high rates of
unemployment are those with positive growth rates. As a
result, it would be argued here that the relationship
between the increase of economic growth rates and low
unemployment rate is not strong as confirmed  by
theoretical analysis. Thus, the relative relationship
between growth and unemployment appears more
apparent in the economies of Arab countries.

But why the growth rates do not affect largely on
unemployment?. The reason behind this might be the
nature  of  the growth achieved in these various
countries;  the   oil-exporting  countries  such  as  Algeria

Table 4: The rates of economic growth and unemployment in Jordan

Period PIB T.C

2006 7.93 14.06

2007 8.49 13.1

2008 7.61 12.65

2009 2.33 12.94

2010 3.09 12.50

2011 3.25 12.50

Source: of the researcher's calculations

Table 5: 

Year GDP Exchange $ Inflation indicator (100=2000)

1980 1,165 0.29 JD 35

1985 1,971 0.39 JD 45

1990 2,761 0.66 JD 70

1995 4,715 0.70 JD 87

2005 9,118 0.70 JD 112

and Saudi Arabia have growth rates of about 5% to 6%,
while unemployment  rates there were stable in the
periods (1999-2002) and declined in the period (2003-2005).
However, the percentage remains fairly weak.

The  Relationship Between Growth and Unemployment:
It is noticeable that a significant correlation exists
between growth and changing rates of unemployment.
High rates of growth indicate the market need for
additional labor to be employed from the surplus of the
labor force. On the other hand, financial recession
increases rates of unemployment due to job loss. It has to
be highlighted that there is a weak relationship between
the growth rates and unemployment rates; if economic
growth gets increased by, for example, 2.0 %, it does not
mean that the unemployment rate gets decreased by 2.0%.
It is found that the same rates of economic growth do not
have the same impact on unemployment in all countries.

The Relationship Between Growth and Unemployment, a
Case of Jordan: As for the relationship between growth
and unemployment in Jordan, like some Arab countries it
suffers from the abnormal rise in the unemployment rate,
consequently affecting development and openness in the
Jordanian economy. Analyzing growth rates and
unemployment for Jordan shows the direction of the high
growth rate and relative decline in the unemployment rate
in the period (2006-2011).

According to the available data on growth rates for
the period (2006-2011) and unemployment for the same
period, the following findings given in Table 4 are
introduced by adopting simple model of Okun.
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